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Let R be any commutative ring with unit and let iI2 be a unital R-module. 
Our purpose is to prove that if for some integer p > I, the p-th exterior 
power of ilf, A” i%Z, is a nonzero, finitely generated free module, then nr is a 
finitely generated projective module of constant rank. 
This generalizes [1, Theorem 31, in which Flanders assumes that A” 111 
is free of rank one. His proof involves a fair amount of computation. The 
present proof is more functorial; in particular, it involves no choice of basis. 
As an easy consequence, we obtain [ 1, Theorem 21: “Suppose for some value 
of p that A 1’ M is a free module of finite rank ‘I. Then h”‘q >lir 0.” In fact, 
WC also show that if both p and q are greater than one, then A” ‘1 ’ .lI 0. 
In Section I, the main theorem is proved for local rings. All that is needed 
to extend the result to arbitrary commutative rings is to show that Jl is 
finitely generated. This is d one in Section 2, following a suggestion of 
S. Lubkin, by showing that ,II is “locally” finitely generated in the sense that 
for every p E Spec R there is an element s t R .-- p such that :IZ ,‘Fj> Ri,si is a 
finitely generated R{,)-module, where is) is the multiplicative subset generated 
by s. The compactness of Spec R in the Zariski topology ensures, then, 
the finiteness of M over R. 
Notation and Conventions 
R will always denote a commutative ring with unit, and all R-modules are 
assumed unital. For an R-module M and an integer p Fs 1, IG~!” M’ will 
denote the p-th tensor power of M, and Afl M the p-th exterior power of M. 
By cj C M we mean the direct sum of (some unspecified number of) copies 
of M. ,4s was indicated above, if s is an element of R which is not nilpotent, 
then by (~1 we mean the multiplicative subset of R consisting of the powers 
of s and H+) is the localization of R at this multiplicative subset. 
* This research was supported in part by the U. S. Army Research Office (Durham). 
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I. THE LOCAL CASE 
Recall that an R-module&Z is agenerator if every R-module is a homomorphic 
image of a direct sum of copies of M. For M to be a generator, it is clearly 
sufficient that R be such an image, since R is a generator. Furthermore, 
any me-image of 1 will lie in aJinite direct sum of copies of M. Hence A~2 is a 
generator if and only if R is a homomorphic image (equivalently, a direct 
summand) of P @ M, for some finitely generated free module F. 
PROPOSITION 1 .I. Suppose d and B are R-modules and A @ B is a 
generator. Then: 
( I) .-I and B are generators. 
(2) !f iz (5 B is projective, so are A and B. 
(3) If z4 (2 B is finitely generated, so are ,4 and B. 
Pvoqf (I). By hypothesis, there is an epimorphism F, Q (A @ B) A R, 
where FI is a finitely generated free module. Let Fz A -4 be surjective with 
Fz free. Then 
is onto, and composing with f we have an epimorphism from (FI 0 F2) @) B 
to R. Since F, @ Fz is free, (FI @ Fz) @ B IS a direct sum of copies of B and 
so B is a generator. Similarly, A is a generator. 
(2) and (3): From (1) and the remarks preceding this proposition we 
have F @:r B 2’ R 0 C for some finitely generated free module F and some 
module C. Hence F @A @ R ‘v (A @ R) 0 (I! @ C) ‘v .1 E, (A @ C). 
So &4 is a direct summand of F @ R @ B. If _4 @ B is prqjective, so is 
F (3 ,-! @ 13, and hence A is projective. If A @ B is finitely generated, so is 
F @ ,4 @; B. Hence any homomorphic image (and, in particular, any direct 
summand) of F 6% A @ B is finitely generated. Thus A4 is finitely generated. 
By symmetry, the same results hold for B. 
Notation. For an R-module M and a nonnegative integer n, nM will 
denote the direct sum of n copies of M. 
Remark. If R is a local ring with maximal ideal nz then M is a generatoi 
if and only if there is an epimorphism from AZ to R, i.e. if and only if R is 
a direct summand of M. For if f : nM ---f R is epi and .fi ,..., ,fTl are the 
component maps from M to R, then if nof, were epi, we would have for all i, 
fi(M) C nl. Hence Imf = x:‘, Imf, C m which is false. So some fi is epi. 
Combining this remark with Proposition 1. I : 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let R be a local ring and :\I an R-nzodule. Suppose that 
for some integer p ;z I, @I’ A(1 has R as a direct summand. Then R is a direct 
summand of A/l. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let R be a local ring. If for some p 2‘ 1, Ai’ :lI has R 
as a direct summand, then R is a direct summand of AI. 
Proof. Let g : A I’ 111 + R be onto and let n : (xjfl M - Ai’ .II be the 
canonical projection. Then f 1 m : 63” N -> R is onto; so the result follows 
from Corollary 1.2. 
‘I’HEOKEM 1.4. Let R be a local ring and M an R-module. Suppose that .for 
some p 1, Al’ dl is a nonzero, finitely generated ,free module. Then JI is a 
jnitely generated free module. 
Proof. By induction on p. There is nothing to prove when p I, since 
AL M 31, so assume p -_, I and the theorem is true for p ~ I. H!; the 
preceding corollary, M ‘v :V @ R for some R-module N. 
I 0 
So A" l h’ is a direct summand of the finitely generated free module 
A" 111, and is therefore itself a finitely generated free module (finitely generated 
projectives are free since R is lncal). If A”~+’ N were zero then Al’ S would 
also be zero (there is a natural map from (AI’m N) @ l\: onto Al’ 3’) and thus 
A” ;I1 would be zero. So A” 1 X is nonzero and, bv the induction hypothesis, 
Nis a finitely generated free module. Since i1l-u N-E R, the same is true of :\I. 
COROLLARY I .5. (Flanders [I, Theorem 21). Let R be any comrnutatiz.e 
ring with unit, and ill an R-module. Suppose, fov some p I, A” :1( is a free 
module of rank q. Then A 1’ 1’1 IIII ~= 0. If p . I and q ‘:, 1, then A 1'. '1 L Jl ~~ 0. 
Proof. For any maximal ideal m of R and for any integer k I, 
(A” M) (3 R,,, rv AA(1V @J R,,,). Since a module is zero if and only if its 
localization at every maximal ideal is zero, and the rank of a free module is 
preserved under localization, it suffices to prove this corollar)- under the 
assumption that R is a local ring. So, by the preceding theorem, -11 is free of 
rank n for some integer IZ. Kank (A” R”) em= (:) (binomial coefficient). So 
0 < q --= (y,) =- (,“,,). Since 1 c: p, n - p < n. Hence (,,y.,,) ‘, n ~~ p, so 
12 <, p + (,“,,) = p {- q. Therefore, A” ‘I R” ::: 0, whence Al’ ” .lZ m-m 0.
Now suppose p > 2 and q ;> 2. 2 . . q (:I) --= (,,“,,). Hence p n ~~- I, 
since (1:) ~ I < (;“,). Therefore, (z) .;- (,“,) = n. p ::- 2 implies that 
n-p L 1 n - I. Hence n - p -1. I s< n . . (z) 4. Thus p + y - I .=- n 
rank M, and so A fi+q- l 112 0. 
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2. ?‘HE GENERAL CASE 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {=la)utl be a family of submodules of an R-module A. 
Suppose f : xatl A4, ---f R is an epimorphism. Then given any prime p E Spec R, 
there exists an element s E R --- p and oi E I such that 
Proof. Let fi =: f j A,. Since CatIfa(AJ = R, for some 01 l I,f,(r2,) $ p. 
Let x E -4, be such that fi(x) $ p and let s A= fa(.x). Then fh @ l,i,9) maps 
-4, @ R,,<) onto R{,) since its image contains a unit. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose theve is an epimorphism f : @ C:zl m,(Ai N) + K, 
z&eye each mi is a nonnegative integer. Then giz’en any p E Spec R, there is an 
element S E R - p such that there is an epimovphism from X 3 Rcsi to RI,<) . 
Proof. Let m = max{mj 1 i = I,..., nj-. Then there is an epimorphism 
3 Cy~l m(A’ N) --f @ xy=, mz(Az X). C om p osing with f gives us an epimor- 
phism g : 0 C,“-, m(Ai N) + R. The natural projection @ Na Ai N 
yields an epimorphism @ Cl”=, nz( @,Y N) - @ xy=, m(Ai X). Composing 
this with g, we obtain an epimorphism h : @ xF=, m($J,” X) --, R. Let F be 
a free module and j : F + R”’ @ zylt nz x 12 an epimorphism. Then the (0 -) 
map j @ 1, : F @ X - C,“~, m(@ N) IS onto. Denoting F @ N by (3 C N, 
we have that h 0 (i @ IN) : 0 C X - R is a surjection. The result now 
follows from Lemma 2. I. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose for some integer p TZ I, A I’ M is finitely genevated 
and has R as a direct summand. Then M is jnitely generated. 
Proof. By the compactness of Spec R in the Zariski topology, it suffices 
to show that, locally, M is finitely generated, i.e., that given any p E Spec R, 
there is an element s E R - p such that M @ R,,, is a finitely generated 
R:,qj-module. 
,4ssertion. Given p E Spec R, for i = 2,..., p there exists an element 
si E R ~ p and an Ri,s,J-module Xi such that A4 @ R;,<: Y R;;,\ 0 Xi . 
We shall prove this assertion by induction on i. The case L = 2 follows 
from Lemma 2.2. Now suppose i < k and both si and Xi have been found 
so that 112 @ R,,z, ‘v Rf;! @ Xi . Then 
481/19/I-8 
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Since R is a direct summand of A” M and (A” M) 0 Rt,VL: 2 /\“(M EI XC,.,)), 
Rt,s,I is a direct summand of @ C,“_,P,,P,, (!) Ai Xi; so by Lemma 2.2 there 
is ah s E Rf,5,) - p(pZl such that Xi (9 (R{,,,)cSi ‘Y (Ris,,)l,YI ‘1; X7;_, for some 
(R~,Y,))i,s)-module S, , 1 . Now s can be chosen to be in R, and (R,,<l)t,si 
Ri,s,.,J . So let s, ,+I s, s. Since neither s, nor s is in p, si, 1 is not in p. This 
completes the induction step. Thus there is an s, t R ~- p and an RiVp:-module 
-Y,, such that M @ R,,? I ‘u Rrs;t y8 S, . So 
Thus A1 Xi, == XI, is a direct summand of A[’ (M ($ Rt,Y,i). The latter 
is a finitely generated R1,syl- module since it is the localization of a finitely 
generated R-module. Hence S, is a finitely generated RI,sD!-module. But 
M @ RiSD1 = R;‘~;; @ A-, , so M @ Rt,5D, is a finitely generated RI,9yi-modulc. 
By the remarks made at the beginning of this proof we are done. 
The main theorem is now an easy consequence. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let R be any commutatil;e ring with unit and let M be an 
R-module. Suppose that for some p ,Y 1, Al’ M is a nonzero, finitely generated 
free module. Then M is ajinitely generated projective module of constant mnh. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, M is finitely generated. By Theorem 1.4, for 
every ideal p of R, M @ R, is RP-free, since A~(M @J RP) E (Ai’ M) @ R, 
is a finitely generated free Rp-module. But a finitely generated module is 
projective if its localization at every maximal ideal m is R,,,-projective. Thus 
11 is a finitely generated projective module. 
Now suppose Afl M ‘v RI, i.e., rank (Ml M) = 4. Then for all p t Spec R, 
A*(M @ RP) P R,q. Suppose M @ R, ‘u R,“. Then 4 :-= (z). Since 4 and p 
are fixed, there is a unique such n, for with p fixed, (“,) increases mono- 
tonically. Hence n -= rank (M @ Xv) is constant for all p E Spec R. 
Added in Proof 
A simple localization argument, using the fact that an R-module IV* is finitely 
generated projective if and only if for each p E Spec R there is an s $ p such that N{81 
is finitely generated Rt,)-free, yields the following generalization of the preceding 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If A”M is a$nitely gemratedprojective R-module such that all of its 
localizations are nonzero, then M is a finitely generated projective module. Ij, in addition, 
ABM has constant rank, then so does M. 
Recently I came across a paper by Micali [2] in which he proves [2, Theorem l] that 
if M is finitely presented and APM is a nonzero projective, then M is projective. The 
above corollary, because of the assumption that APM is locally nonzero, does not 
quite imply this result. 
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